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ABSTRACT.

Voltage control for multiple feeders has been controlled by single voltage regulator.
But optimal voltage regulator for multiple feeders has disadvantage i.e. it is not suitable for all
loading conditions. To overcome these problems we need to add one more voltage regulator
otherwise connect a DG at that feeder. In this paper necessity of DG is proposed when one
voltage regulator is not sufficient to control voltage for multiple feeders. The proposed scheme
is depending upon the solution of linear integer programming method. One voltage regulator
is sufficient under constrained loading conditions but when there is no solution then we need
an extra voltage regulator to control the voltage profile of the network. For that purpose,
connect DG to the feeders to enable good voltage profile. The main advantage of this scheme
is only one voltage regulator is enough to control the voltage for any loading condition by
adjusting the DG output. And also, we can summarize the max loading limit on that particular
feeder. The results are shown to validate the proposed scheme.
RÉSUMÉ. Le contrôle de tension pour de multiples chargeurs a été contrôlé par un seul

régulateur de tension. Pourtant, le régulateur de tension optimal pour multiples chargeurs a
un inconvénient, à savoir qu’il ne convient pas à toutes les conditions de charge. Pour résoudre
ces problèmes, nous avons besoin d’ajouter un régulateur de tension supplémentaire, sinon il
nous faut connecter une DG àce chargeur. Dans cet article, la nécessitéde DG est proposée
quand un régulateur de tension n’est pas suffisant pour contrôler la tension de multiples
chargeurs. Le schéma proposédépend de la solution de la méthode de programmation entière
linéaire. Un régulateur de tension est suffisant dans des conditions de charge contraintes, mais
quand il n’y a pas de solution, un régulateur de tension supplémentaire est nécessaire pour
contrôler le profil de tension du réseau. Dans ce but, il faut connecter la DG aux chargeurs
pour permettre un bon profil de tension. L’avantage principal de ce schéma est qu’un seul
régulateur de tension est suffisant pour contrôler la tension dans n’importe quelle condition
par ajuster la sortie de DG. Nous pouvons aussi résumer la limite de charge maximum sur ce
chargeur particulier. Les résultats sont présentés pour valider le schéma proposé.
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1. Introduction
The main task for the electrical utilities is to supply satisfactory voltage levels to
consumers. Voltage regulator is a device which regulates voltage profile according to
the reference value of the regulating point. Voltage regulator is nothing but an auto
transformer having tapings which is nearly close to reference value. The combination
of line drop compensator with voltage regulator is already well established and in use
for some times now (Gonen, 2007). To reduce loss as well as to improve the voltage
profile of the system, research is going on optimal location and optimal tap position
(Choi and Kim, 2001; Choi and Kim, 2001).
Also, distribution network changing rapidly in day to day life, like increasing load
demand, reliability concerns and need to reduce the CO2 emission. Now a day’s
installation of DG in distribution network is increasing. While integrating DG with
distribution network possess some new technical challenges and lot of benefits when
it is integrating with distribution network (Ackermann et al., 2001; Pepermans et al.,
2005). The limit of DG output is depending upon factors like thermal capacity,
systems fault, protection issues, distribution system reverse power flow capabilities,
and steady state voltage rise problem (Liewand and Strbac, 2002).
Hence by use of DG connected feeders there is no need of extra voltage regulator
which reduces complexity. DG output is adjusted to that which the load on that feeder
must be less than the allowable loading conditions.
The LDC having problem when DG is installed in the system, it will not work
properly with the voltage regulator because LDC estimate voltage drop at the
regulating point depending upon the local measurements. It does not consider the
power injection at the regulating point by DG. For proper operation of voltage
regulator when DG is installed, coordinated voltage schemes (or) active management
schemes were proposed in literature.
The problem is considered as an optimization problem and according to the
defined solution; the tap setting of voltage regulator is decided. The problem for
optimal controlling of voltage regulator is that one voltage regulator is not sufficient
for all loading conditions. Under some loading conditions, solution of the linear
integer programming is not valid hence there is a tendency to control the voltage with
extra voltage regulator. This is an extra complexity in the circuit as well as there is a
need to solve the optimization problem again.
In this paper, we propose necessity of DG for optimal control of voltage regulator
for multiple feeders. First, we take some constrained loading conditions and check
whether there is solution or not. The problem is taken as optimization problem and
the solution of that problem tells optimal tap setting of voltage regulator (Elkhatib et
al., 2010). Solution gives integer number of tap settings required for optimal control
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of voltage. According to that voltage regulator set the voltage levels. If condition for
feasible solution is not satisfied then there is a need of DG operation in that system.
Now connect DG at that feeder which violates feasible solution. Forming voltage
control problem as centralized optimization problem in the presence of DG was
proposed (Elkhatib et al., 2011).
2. DG voltage rise problem
Voltage of the regulating point is increased when DG injects power at that point.
Below equations represents that effect.
Consider a part of the system as shown in Figure 1 having DG at their load bus.
The power injected by DG is PG. P is active power flow from source to load and Q is
reactive power flow from source to load.

V1

V2

P
Q

V.R

PG

G

Figure 1. Part of the system having DG on load side

The voltage drop V1 − V2 is expressed as
V1 − V2 =

PR+QX
V2

(1)

In P.U the above equation can be approximated as
V1 − V2 = PR + QX

(2)

Now Pg be power injected by DG into the system then above equation become
V1 − V2 = (P − PG )R + QX

(3)

Output power of the DG increases i.e. PG then (P − PG ) term will decrease hence
voltage drop V1 − V2 will decrease.
But if PG is greater than P then the term P − PG will negative results V2 is greater
than V1. From this it is clear that the voltage at the regulating point is depending upon
DG output power. This voltage rise problem can be solved efficiently then we can use
feeder up to its thermal capability.
The current in the feeder limits DG capacity which is installed on any feeder to
the level that will not cause violation for voltage profile. The voltage profile of the
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system is studied to know what amount of DG output will allow in the system, such
as Min load, Max DG output and Max load, max DG output.
3. Problem formulation
The voltage of different feeders has different loading conditions at different points
is controlled by voltage regulator. The operation of voltage regulator is studied in this
section.
3.1. Statement of the problem
Consider a system having multiple feeders with various lengths, loading
conditions and various types of feeders. For proper tap position of voltage regulator
control block is used in the Figure 2 for achieving the following objectives.
Regulator
bus
CT

Regulating
point
G

V.R
CT

PT

G

CT

G

Control
block

Figure 2. The system under study

(1) Maintain voltage of the regulating point nearer to reference value. If it is not
possible then at least maintain given range for that feeder.
(2) Regulator bus permissible voltage range should not be violating when
achieving (1).
(3) Voltage regulator no of steps should be in between available range when
achieving (1).
3.2. Summarization of optimization problem
𝑁

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑇 ∑

𝑛=1

Sub to

n
(Vreg − (Vref
+ k n ln Sn

Ln
2

))2

(4)
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𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 (𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑘𝑛 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝑛

𝐿𝑛
2

𝑛
) ≤ 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
+ 𝑘𝑛 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝑛

𝐿
𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 (𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
+𝑘𝑛 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝑛 𝑛 )−𝑉𝑖𝑛
2

𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝

≤𝑇≤

𝑛 +𝑘 𝑙 𝑆 𝐿𝑛 )−𝑉
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛 𝑛 𝑛
𝑖𝑛
2

𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝

𝐿𝑛
2

)
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(5)

(6)

𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

(7)

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 + 𝑇 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝

(8)

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟𝑒𝑔 −𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝

, 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑔 −𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝

Where,
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 →Output voltage of regulator
𝑛
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
→nth feeder reference voltage

𝑘𝑛 →nth feeder K – factor (p.uvd / KVA. miles)
𝑙𝑛 →nth feeder loading factor.
𝑆𝑛 →rated load of the feeder n.
𝐿𝑛 →Length between regulator & nth feeder regulating point.
N→no. of feeders
𝑉𝑖𝑛 →input voltage to regulator.
T→tap position of the regulator
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝 →One tap step corresponding voltage.
𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 →Min integer number of voltage regulator that does not exceed the voltage
regulator bus range.
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 →Max integer number of voltage regulator that does not exceed the voltage
regulator bus range.
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
→Min acceptable voltage of regulator bus.
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
→Min acceptable voltage of regulator bus.
𝐿

The term 𝑘𝑛 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝑛 𝑛 is nothing but voltage drop of feeder n having length 𝐿𝑛 with
2
uniform distributed load of 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝑛 having k-factor of 𝑘𝑛 . by using integer programming
solvers like branch and bound method we solve the above optimization problem.
The optimal tap setting can be chosen as:
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

Let 𝑎 =

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝

−𝑉𝑖𝑛

, then
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𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 = {

𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑎) 𝑖𝑓 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑎) ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙(𝑎) 𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑎) ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟(𝑎) 𝑖𝑓 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑎)

Consider T should be integer and it is greater than zero.
Then feasible condition for getting solution of optimization problem is
𝐿
𝑛
𝑛 + 𝑘 𝑙 𝑆 𝐿𝑛 ) − 𝑉
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 (𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑘𝑛 𝑙𝑛 𝑆𝑛 𝑛 ) − 𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛 𝑛 𝑛 2
𝑖𝑛
2
𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑙 (
) ≤ 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 (
)
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑝
Start

Initiate the
algorithm by
loading the
design constant
data and the
reference value

Read the current
transformer data

Check
condition (10)

valid
Solve the
optimization
problem(4) with
constraint (5)

Not valid

Install DG at which
feeder has crossed
its max capable limit

Implement the
optimal tap

Figure 3. Recommended method

If feasible condition is not satisfied then there is no solution so we looking for
extra voltage regulator otherwise we connect a DG for controlling of voltage by
injecting the active power to the system.
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4. Simulation results
In this section, we check the feasible condition for different loading condition of
the feeder and determine the max load on the feeder which controlled by only one
regulator. Different cases are studied without DG operations well as with DG.
Following assumptions are made to validate the proposed scheme
The regulator input voltage=1.01 p.u.
Regulating point max voltage=1.05 p.u.
Regulating point min voltage = 0.95 p.u.
Total no of taps=32
Tap ratio=0.003125 p.u.
Feeder 1

Feeder 2

Feeder 3

Feeder 4

Load KVA

4500

5000

6000

4000

Length of feeder

8 mi

10 mi

6 mi

9 mi

K-factor of feeder

3.88𝑒 −6

3.88𝑒 −6

3.88𝑒 −6

3.88𝑒 −6

Ref. voltage

0.95

0.96

0.97

0.95

Case 1: Take above tabled values and check feasible condition. If the condition is
satisfied then increase the load on feeder 1. Now take the load on feeder 1 is 9000
KVA. Again, check feasible condition if it is satisfying then again increase the load
on feeder 1. Now load on feeder is 10700 KVA. Check condition (10) at this load also
the condition for feasible solution is satisfied but beyond increase 10700 KVA there
is no feasible solution because it violates the condition. Hence that load is max load
for that feeder for operating only one voltage regulator when remaining loads are kept
constant. The voltage profile of the feeders when we take the values as mentioned in
the table is as shown in Figure 4.
1.06

Voltage (pu)

1.04

Feeder 4

1.02

1

Feeder 1
Feeder 3

0.98

0.96

Feeder 2
0.94
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Distance (mi)

Figure 4. Voltage profile for tabled values
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After increasing load on the feeder 1 the voltage of four feeders get effected so
that it violets the max and min range of voltage regulator. The voltage profile for this
condition is as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Voltage profile when feeder exceeds their capability
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Figure 6. voltage profile when DG is connected.

Case 2: Now again take above tabled values already it is proved that at that values
condition is satisfied. Now increase the load on second feeder to 8560 KVA. Check
whether condition is satisfying or not. At this load condition is satisfied but further
increase in load the feasible condition violets so this is max load that it can capable
but in this case also the min load of all four feeders must kept constant.
Case 3: In this case, the load on feeder 3 is increased to 14260 KVA. Condition
10 gets satisfied but further increase in load violets the condition without change the
min load of four feeders.
Case 4: now increase the load on feeder 4 up to 9510 KVA beyond this load the
feasible condition violets so this is max load that we can load on the feeder to strict
only one voltage regulator.
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Case 5: For simplicity take pure resistive load. Power factor for pure resistive load
is unity. As mentioned in case 1 the max load that we can load on that feeder is 10700
KVA. If the load is increased to 12000 KVA on feeder 1 we need an extra voltage
regulator instead of that switch on the DG and adjust the DG output to 1300 KW then
load on that feeder is decreased to again 10700 KVA. The voltage profile for this case
is as shown in Figure 6. Hence no need of extra voltage regulator.
5. Conclusion
Based upon the above analysis, the max load that can be allowable to operate only
one voltage regulator without DG is defined as well as DG output is adjusted to strict
only one voltage regulator when the load is beyond the permissible on that feeder.
Hence by use of DG connected feeders there is no need of extra voltage regulator
which reduces complexity. DG output is adjusted to that which the load on that feeder
must be less than the allowable loading conditions.
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